Keeping The Lights
On For Critical
Power Systems

THE NEW NORMAL
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The New Normal
for Critical
Power Systems
COVID-19 has proven that organizations
around the globe need to invest in both
disaster-proofing and contingency planning.
The vital roles that utilities, microgrids,
and data centers fill in today’s connected
world make it essential for these industries
specifically to have sustained power and
functioning backup generators in the event
of an emergency. There has never a better
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time to evaluate and refine the operational
procedures of your critical power systems.
This white paper outlines the benefits of
effective contingency planning and the
steps utility, microgrid, and data center
owners and operators should follow to keep
the lights on at their facilities and for their
customers.
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THE COST OF DOWNTIME
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The Cost of Downtime
Global and local emergencies can have a dramatic
impact on business operations.
Regardless of industry or facility type,
power disruptions are bound to happen. According to a 2018 survey, power outages affect one in four companies at least once a month. Depending
on the industry and size of the company, the cost of downtime can range
from thousands to millions in lost
revenue every hour. Additionally, the
reliance on digital technology makes
the scope of damage experienced
during an outage much greater than
just revenue loss, including:
•

Business disruption (interrupted

The unpredictable nature of power
outages makes it vital to be proactive
about reducing and rebounding from
downtime. Many circumstances that
are in and out of a facility owner’s
control can affect power supply, but
the most successful businesses in
times of crisis are those that have
prepared ahead of time and are able
to quickly and effectively respond.
Utilities, microgrids, and data centers have a unique opportunity to
learn from the recent pandemic and
take proactive steps to protect their
facilities.

operations and loss of productivity)
•

Loss or damage to
mission-critical data

•

Missed sales transactions

•

Damage to facilities and equipment

•

Damage to company reputation

•

Liability and litigation
defense costs

•

Death and injury
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By conducting a gap analysis, developing robust contingency plans, incorporating consistent maintenance
and load testing, and partnering with
a load bank expert, utility plants, microgrids, and data centers will be on
their way to avoiding and recovering
quickly from outages.
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Gap Analysis and
Contingency Planning
The first step in disaster-proofing any type of
facility is conducting a contingency plan gap
analysis.
Take inventory of your facility’s current contingency plans, then consider all
other situations that could impact your facility. Start by ensuring you have
plans for the most common emergencies, such as natural disasters and extreme weather, equipment failure, sustained high demand, cyber threats, and
man-made disasters. Then be sure to account for industry-specific situations.
UTILITIES & MICROGRIDS
In March 2020, IEEE 1547-2018 Standard became a mandatory requirement.
Utility and microgrid owners and operators now need to perform commissioning tests for most systems over 500KVA after the interconnection system
is fully constructed/upgraded and installed. Build in contingency plans to ensure your facilities and commissioning tests align with the new mandate.
DATA CENTERS
With more and more organizations relying on data centers to run operations,
stricter standards in terms of security, availability, redundancy, and environmental impact are being enforced. Ensure all contingency plans account for
requirements in data center design and availability outlined by accredited
professional groups such as the Telecommunications Industry Association
and Uptime Institute.
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MAINTENANCE AND LOAD BANK TESTING
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Maintenance and
Load Bank Testing
Regular maintenance and load testing can
uncover potential problems before they arise
during the course of normal operations.
MAINTENANCE
Consistent maintenance practices are the only way to effectively eliminate
downtime. By testing and stressing every element of your critical power and
backup systems, facility operators are able to create a historical record of performance while also gathering critical information on system and equipment
functionality. Build a maintenance plan customized to your facility and industry to reduce mechanical failures and eliminate the possibility of an outage.
LOAD BANK TESTING
A key component in every successful maintenance plan is load testing. Load
testing provides a systematic way to confirm proper performance levels and
identify problems by simulating real-life situations. By leveraging load banks
during a load test, facility owners and operators can assess overall system
reliability by mimicking real-world scenarios.
Additionally, load banks offer a level of control and flexibility not offered by the
grid. With the ability to set repeatable testing parameters, utility and microgrid
operators can ensure testing is conducted the same each time. Load banks also
make it easier to meet strict timelines and testing schedules because they are
more readily available and require less time than scheduling a grid connection.
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PARTNER WITH AN EXPERT
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Partner
with an
Expert
Experts with the specialized
industry knowledge can
provide customized solutions
to help you prepare for any
emergency.

Whether you are conducting a gap analysis, building a maintenance plan, or running a load test,
partnering with an expert is a vital step commonly
overlooked. Every industry is unique and has specific intricacies that need to be addressed to have
a properly functioning critical power system. By
partnering with a load bank expert with extensive
knowledge in your industry, they will be able to
translate your specific needs into tailored solutions
for your facility.
To find the right load bank partner, search for a provider with experience in your industry. Assess their
inventory of load banks to ensure you will have access to what you need, when you need it. Gain an
understanding of their services and look for case
studies to review how they have completed similar
load testing project in your industry. Finally, call for
a consultation and compare the service and information you receive from each potential partner to
select the right fit for your facility.
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The ComRent
Advantage
By partnering with ComRent, you will have
access to load bank experts with specialized
knowledge unique to your industry. We
have 23 years of experience in aligning load
bank solutions with industry regulations
to build commissioning and maintenance

need to effectively evaluate, refine, and test
the operational procedures of your critical
power systems.

plans tailored to each facility. Add in the
largest load bank inventory in the U.S., and
you will have access to everything you

IEEE 1547-2018 affects each industry and will
ensure your facilities and commissioning
tests align with the new mandate.
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Additionally, for utility plants and
microgrids, ComRent is fully versed in how
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Get a complimentary
consultation today.


ComRent Corporate Headquarters
10901 W. 120th Ave., Suite 150
Broomfield, CO 80021
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www.ComRent.com
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